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“To open their eyes, and
to turn them from darkness to light, and from
the power of Satan unto
God, that they may receive forgiveness of sins,
and inheritance among
them that are sanctified
by faith that is in me.”

Acts 26:18
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Pastor Mark Smith
Director

The calling of the
Apostle Paul to be God’s
minister and witness never
faded from his mind and
heart. The episode of his
conversion and call was
unique, to say the least. In
comparison to yours and
mine it was very unique.
God called him at a pivotal
point in church history. It
was the era in which God
was laying the foundation
of the Dispensation of the
Church (Eph. 2:20). You
and I are building on that
foundation.
The task given to Paul
remains our task. He received his assignment by
the audible words of
Christ. While our assignment comes via the written
words of Christ, it comes
with no less authority than
Paul’s.

DUTY OF GOSPEL
SERVANTS
If you allow me to synopsize my key verse, I
would state our duty this
way. We are to turn people
from darkness to light. You
and I can correctly argue
that only God can do the
actual turning, but what we
can’t argue is that God
gave Paul that task.
God told him to minister and witness (26: 16) in a
way that would turn sinners
away from darkness and to
God’s light. Paul was to do
his gospel work with a focus on opening blinded
eyes. Over and over in the
book of Acts Paul described
his work as one of persuading sinners (Acts 13:43; 18:4;
20:18-27; 28:23). He was
marked by gospel enemies
as the persuader of people
away from other religions
(Acts 19:26).

BE CONFRONTED You and I will rarely do gospel work unless we are confronted with one basic
truth. People without Jesus
are in the darkness of Satan’s power. Frequently we
quote 2 Corinthians 5:11 –
“Knowing therefore
the terror of the Lord,
we persuade men…”

“Out of a hundred men,
one will read the Bible;
the other ninety-nine
will read the Christian.”
D. L. Moody

Let us be confronted
anew with this terror and
pray that our lost friends
will be as well.
BE CONTENTED We will rarely do gospel
work if we lack contentment with our call. As
long as we stare at the
toys and trinkets possessed by the lost rather
than on the inheritance of
the saints in light, we will
not persuade men.
BE CONSCIOUS The need of those around
us to be turned from
darkness to light is all too
real. But we so easily let
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this fact be pushed out of
our minds by the tyranny of
the urgent. There are times
when we do not own our
schedule, someone else
does. But, even in these
times we need a consciousness that those in our path
most likely are in darkness.
(This is just one reason we
print tracts.)
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of our gospel work . For
sake of space, let me focus
simply on the issue of darkness. There are ways of
categorizing people’s condition in darkness. There
is . . .
 IGNORANT DARKNESS

 Eph. 2:2 – sinners are
inhabited by Satan’s
work.
 Jn. 8:44 – sinners are
devoted to Satan’s service.
 2 Tim. 2:26 – sinners
are governed by Satan’s
will.
 Jn. 3:18 – sinners are
already under Satan’s
judgment.

DESCRIPTION OF
GOSPEL SUBJECTS

Many are ignorant of the
gospel. Half of the world
has never heard a presentation of the actual gospel.
They do not know that light
 FOREVER DARKNESS
has come and who The
Light is (John 8:12).
This is one of the descriptions of what awaits the lost
 DELIBERATE DARKNESS
(Jude 13). The teachers of
darkness and theological
Others have been shown
the Light of Christ and will- lies take their followers to
fully closed their eyes to it. the Lake of Fire with them.
They love their darkness
This is a forever place.
(John 3:19, 20) and push
God has entrusted us
away the Light.
with His gospel. It is the

Our text says the lost
are in darkness and in Satan’s power. These statements are true of all unsaved people, the subjects

The words of 2 Cor. 4:4
are sobering. Satan blinds
the minds of sinners. But
that is not the whole story.

BE CLEAR - Our message
must be clear. We will never
persuade men without clarity. Our verse says those in
darkness must receive forgiveness, not merit it. They
will only be able to share in
heavenly inheritance “by
faith in Me.”

 AIDED DARKNESS

PAKISTAN

gospel of light in Christ. This
light is described as having
the same power as was
displayed at creation. When
there was nothing but dark-
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ness God said, “Let there
be light, and there was
light.” You and I have no
ability to turn on light in a
sinner’s soul, but we sure
can deliver The Light to that
soul.
We can deliver it in a
persuasive manner. We can
be ministers (‘under
oarsmen’ - Acts 26:16) of the
light. We must be witnesses
to the power of God’s light to
transform lives by means of
our own personal life, love,
and sanctification.
I close with this very
significant statement from
Scripture about the reality of
our own lives.
“Ye were sometimes
darkness, but now
are ye light in the
Lord . . .” (Eph. 5:8).
If this can be true of us, it
can be true of many more.

UPDATE

We spent a lot of resources in Pakistan in 2015. Many of you helped us by your gifts. Just short of
$20,000 was spent printing gospel tracts there. In total 1.3 million were printed. But there is more.
A powerful earthquake hit northern Pakistan in 2015. It hit in a Hindu area which is part of the Himalaya
Mountains. Believers were already passing out tracts there when the devastation hit. A call came to us for
practical aid - canned food, blankets, etc. This aid needed to be sent immediately before the winter snows
and the closing of roads. There was no time to make an at-large appeal.
A pastor/board member challenged his folk with this situation. They gave $8,700. This money bought
practical items, but the items did so much more than minister physically.
Muslims and Hindus tend to be poor in doing humanitarian work. This is due to the theology behind their
cultures. As Christians gave practical aid, both physical doors and human hearts opened. Our gospel tracts
were received in a mighty way as the love of Christ was there on display.

WORKERS ATTACKED: In December our key contact person in Pakistan and another worker were attacked. The
mob damaged the car they were in, but they were unhurt. All this happened as the police stood by watching.
Gospel workers around the world need our prayers. They live and die by God’s grace and our prayers.
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ARE WE PRAYING ?
“God will bless Elijah and send rain
on Israel, but he must pray for it.
If the chosen nation is to prosper,
Samuel must plead for it. If the
Jews are to be delivered, Daniel
must intercede. God will bless Paul,
and the nations shall be converted,
but Paul must pray . . . Let me have
your prayers, and I can do anything! Let me be without my people’s prayers, and I can do
nothing.”
Charles H. Spurgeon

A. W. TOZER
“We may as well face it: the whole
level of spirituality among us is low.
We have measured ourselves by ourselves until the incentive to seek higher
plateaus in the things of the Spirit is
gone . . . (WE) have imitated the world,
sought popular favor, manufactured
delights to substitute for the joy of the
Lord, and produced a cheap and
synthetic substitute for the power
of the Holy Ghost.”

Written in the 1960’s

Donate quickly and securely online via Paypal on our
website. Go to the bottom of the main page, enter the
amount of your donation and click on the
Donate button.
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Moving ?
Please tell us .
We spend hundreds of
dollars each year on

return postage.

It costs us four times
as much when accepting
a returned bulletin as it did
when we sent it out.

Coupon Faith?
How easily people trust store
and restaurant coupons. They
do so with virtually no knowledge
of the company behind the coupons. People simply trust the
name on the slip of paper. What
a good illustration of saving faith.
That is the point behind this very
effective tract.

He is not Here
Many use this tract at Easter time, due to the lilies on
the front. The tract is short
and simple. Jesus is the
Right Man, but must be the
Received Man.

The Best I Can
Designed to be useful as a first
touch gospel presentation. It
presents the gospel using the
simple illustration of a man trying to swim across the Atlantic
Ocean. No swimmer can accomplish this feat despite their best
efforts. Good for church welcome packets and door to door
evangelism.

